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Abstract
This article deals with a Liḥyānat inscription found in the province of al-’Ula (the capital of the 

Kingdoms of Dadan and Liḥyān ancient time). The importance of the inscription is that it is the first 
written inscription with the Dadanite script that mentions a Nabataean King (ʿObodat); which is extremely 
important in our understanding of the chronology of the Kingdoms that were established in this region, 
mainly the second part of the first millennium BCE. Therefore, this inscription adds a new dimension to our 
understanding of the end of the Kingdom of Liḥyān.
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al-ʼUla—ancient Dadan—in the northwest of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia provides us from time 
to time with archaeological evidence that adds to our information about human presence in it, and its 
interaction with its environment or its relations with the contemporary and surrounding societies.1 Among 
these inscriptions,2 one was found during an expedition specialized in cleaning one of the roads linking 
the old town with the archaeological site of Dadan (the capital of the Kingdoms of Dadan and Liḥyān) in 
the province of al-ʼUla. After recording the coordinates of the site, the expedition handed it over to the 
Collections Department in the Royal Commission for al-ʼUla Governorate.3

The importance of the inscription is in two observations: the first is the reference of the engraved script 
to two persons dead from plague, and the second is that the authors of the inscription (fourth and fifth 
lines) dated it to the Year 11 of the rule of the Nabataean King (ʿObodat). In addition, it is the first written 
inscription with the Dadanite script that mentions a Nabataean king, and this is extremely important when 
we try to understand the chronology of the Kingdoms established in this region, mainly the second part of 
the first millennium BCE. This inscription may add a new dimension to our understanding of the end of the 
Kingdom of Liḥyān.

It is known that three of the Nabataean Kings bore the name “ʿObodat” (see Table below), two of them 
(ʿObodat I4 and ʿObodat II) ruled less than ten years, ʿObodat I ruled ten years, and ʿObodat II most likely 
3–4 years. Thus, the inscription dates back to ʿObodat III (30–9 BCE).

Name of the King Years of Ruling Duration
ʿObodat I 95–85 BCE 10 years
ʿObodat II 62/61–59 BCE 3–4 years
ʿObodat III 30–9 BCE 21 years 

Table showing the reigns of the three kings.

During the reign of ʿObodat III, the Roman campaign led by the Roman commander Aelius Gallus was 
carried out against southern Arabia (Sheba) in the years 25–24 BCE.5 He provided them with logistical 
and military support. The logistical support represented in overcoming the difficulties and obstacles on 
the ground, by allowing the Roman army led by Aelius Gallus to pass through lands belonging to the 
Nabataean Kingdom, and with a good reception for the army from the governors of the provinces and areas 
they passed through, such as the reception of the governor of one of the southern regions, called al-Ḥareṯat, 
who is a relative of ʿObodat III. Moreover, ʿObodat III created the appropriate place for the establishment 
of military camps for this army. As for the military support, ʿObodat III provided the Roman army with a 
military band of up to one-thousand men.

Despite the support provided by ʿObodat III to the Romans, the classic historians of that period such 
as Josephus and Strabo, described him as lazy and indolent, and that he did not pay any attention to public 

and military affairs.6

The important question here is: Were the writer(s) of this inscription, written in the late Dadanite 
script, and dated to the period of the rule of a non-local ruler, “Nabataean” King, were they Nabataeans 
or Lihyanite? If they were Nabataeans, why did they write in the Dadanaitic script,7 and if they were from 
Liḥyān, why did they date it with a period of a non-local king?
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There is no doubt that the definite answer is not clear to us now, but if we take into account the four 
personal names mentioned in this inscription, which are: Cbdlh, wrdh, Ɔrš, and Ɔb, or its vocabulary, such 
as hldw and ṭCn; we will find that personal names, with the exception of “wrdh”, have appeared in both 
Nabataean and Dadanite inscriptions. As for the two terms, hldw and ṭCn, we have not recorded them, until 
now, except in the Dadanite inscriptions (see Fig. 1). Therefore, the probability that the writers are from 
Liḥyān is more likely; and if that was the case, then why did they date the inscription to the Nabataean 
King?

In fact, their date with the Nabataean King indicates that the Nabatean domination of the region was not 
as we expected, that it was during the time of the Nabataean King al-Ḥareṯat IV. This inscription reflects that 
the Nabataean domination dates back to an earlier period around late first quarter of the first century BCE.8 
Perhaps this removes the belief that a political vacuum in the region preceded the arrival of the Nabataeans.   

As we indicated above that this inscription sheds light on the stage of Nabataean political control over 
al-ʼUla (Lihyān). We would like to draw attention that we were able—in the ninth season of our work in 
al-ʼUla—to find a rectangular stone bearing two inscriptions, the left part was broken (see Fig. 2). The first 
nicely engraved in international Aramaic which indicates, in our view, the ability and the knowledge of 
its scribe, consisting of four lines. The second is poorly written Lihintic inscription, which suggests that it 
might have been squeezed and added later.9 The importance of the Aramaic inscription historically is in two 
things, first that the Nabataean Kingdom dates back to the third century BCE, if not earlier, and not to the 
second century BCE as we had believed. Second, the scribe preferred to write their inscription in Aramaic, 
not Nabataean, because the latter had not spread in the area yet. The Aramaic inscription is read as follows:

1.   r g C   b r   C m r w    b r   s l m

2.   w n t n w    b r    b g r w   w Ɔ ṣ (d q w)

3.   C m   g r t   l ḏ š r Ɔ     Ɔ l h   n b (ṭ w)

4.   b y w m t10    ḥ rṯ t   m l k   n b ṭ w 

rgC son of Cmrw son of slm and ntnw son of bgrw, they offered! with grt! to dšrƆ,  the god of the 
Nabataeans, in the days (in the rule) of ḥrtt King of Nabataean.
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The Inscription

(Fig. 1)

1.   n f s/ C b d l h /b

2.   n/ w r d h/ w- Ɔ r š/ b n/ Ɔ

3.   b/ h l d w/ b- ṭ C n/ b n h

4.   n C y/ s n t/ C š r/ w- Ɔ ḥ

5.   d y / l- C b d h / m l k / n b ṭ

6.   Ɔ b /b n /r ḥ d w- w r d «d» h

7.   C l y / b × h m

Tomb of Cbdlh son of 

wrdh and Ɔrš son of Ɔb 

(who) died of the plague. Build it! (the tomb)!

n Cy, (in) the year ten and one

from the rule of Cbdh the King of Nabṭ
Ɔb son of rḥd and wrdh

on their children!

First line: includes two words, the first is the masculine singular noun nfs, “grave”, known in the 
Dadanite inscriptions,11 Palmyra12 and Safaitic.13 Followed by Cbdh, which is a compound personal name, 
meaning “slave, servant of God”. It was mentioned in the Dadanite inscriptions,14 Sabaean, Minaean,15 and 
in Thamudic and Safaitic.16 As for Nabataean, it came with a similar formula as Cbdlhy.17

Second line: consists of three personal names separated by bn “son of”; the first is the simple name 
wrdh, “the rose, the flower”, known in Syriac;18 wrd and wrdw two similar personal names recorded in 
Safaitic inscriptions and Nabataean.19 Followed by Ɔrš another simple personal name,20 recorded in 
this form in Dadanite inscriptions21 and other ancient Arabic inscriptions.22 Finally, the personal name 
Ɔb sometimes comes as an attribute of the deity.23 This form was known in the Safaitic inscriptions and 
Minaean inscriptions.24
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Third line: The reading of this line consisting of three words is good, except for the last word, which 
we read with caution bnh.25 It is beginning with the verb hldw “(they) died”. It appears in this form in 
Dadanite inscriptions in the past singular at least three times.26 This is followed by the word b ṭ C n, which is 
a masculine singular noun, preceded by the preposition b, meaning “the plague” attested several times in the 
Dadanite inscriptions.27 Finally, comes the perfect feel singular maculine “bnh”, meaning “build it, create 
it”, which we find in this form in the Dadanite inscriptions28 and in a number of other Semitic inscriptions, 
such as Ammonite, International Aramaic, Nabataean, the Old Testament, and the Palestinian Aramaic 
dialect.29 It also was mentioned as: bnƆ, in Akkadian.30

Fourth line: with the exception of the first word, the reading and interpretation of this line is correct. 
The first word we considered as the personal name read as nCy, which is only known in this form in Safaitic 
inscriptions.31 It is followed by the feminine singular noun s n t (س ن ت), meaning “year”, and the number 
Cšr w Ɔḥdy, a number recorded several times in Dadanite inscriptions.32 

Fifth line: This three-word line begins with the name Cbdh, preceded by the letter (l), which means “in 
ruler, in the time of”. It is noticeable that this simple personal name is never recorded, as far as we know, 
in Nabataean inscriptions, where we found it as (Cbdt). In any case, the personal name appears in Dadanite 
and in Safaitic,33 but it is an uncertain reading. Followed by the noun m l k and the people name in Dadanite 
form (without the waw) nbṭ, “the Nabataeans”.

Sixth and seventh lines: In these two lines we encountered a problem in reading them and interpreting 
them satisfactorily. The reason is that they were either added later, or that the scriber was forced, due to 
space constraints, to reduce the size of their letters. Besides, this part of the stone is not well prepared. Our 
initial reading of them is as follows: 1- Ɔb/ bn/ rḥd w wrdh, 2- Cly/ b×hm: Ɔb son of rḥd and wrdh on their 
children!

(Fig. 2) International Aramaic inscription from the religious center in Dadan.
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